CASH LOGISTIC SERVICES
HANDLE YOUR DAILY OPERATING CASH EFFICIENTLY AND SECURELY

You handle large amounts of cash and need a trustworthy process for counting, tracking, and meeting your overall cash needs across the country.

PNC delivers

PNC’s Cash Logistic services are designed to provide a depository channel and/or to provide the daily operating cash for businesses handling or requiring large quantities of cash. State-of-the-art technology is utilized to track, control, monitor and report all of the activity surrounding the processing of the cash received and disbursed within the cash operations centers.

No geographic boundaries

PNC’s national network of cash operations facilities allows you to maintain your banking relationship with PNC, even if your needs extend beyond the PNC branch footprint. PNC’s Cash Logistic services include the following capabilities:

• A national cash vault network
• Operations centers with state-of-the-art security and surveillance technologies
• Flexible deposit preparation requirements — including the acceptance of check deposits — with market friendly deposit cutoff times
• Automated touch-tone or web-based cash ordering options to obtain daily currency and coin requirements
• Complete daily reporting with audit trail through PINACLE®, PNC’s top-rated online corporate banking portal
• Multiple options for cash receipts summarizing your debit and credit activity, including fax, e-mail or online reporting
• With PNC’s Remote Safe Solution service, you can manage the cash process at the cashier level for fast, accurate balancing, while at the same time providing for accountability and security within the store.